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bstract

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) was used to record the dynamics of amygdala neuronal population activity during fear conditioning in human
articipants. Activation during conditioning training was compared to habituation and extinction sessions. Conditioned stimuli (CS) were visually
resented geometric figures, and unconditioned stimuli (US) were aversive white-noise bursts. The CS+ was paired with the US on 50% of
resentations and the CS− was never paired. The precise temporal resolution of MEG allowed us to address the issue of whether the amygdala
esponds to the onset or offset of the CS+, and/or the expectation of the initiation or offset of the an omitted auditory US. Fear conditioning elicited
ifferential amygdala activation for the unpaired CS+ compared to the CS−, extinction and habituation. This was especially robust in the right
emisphere at CS onset. The strongest peaks of amygdala activity occurred at an average of 270 ms in the right and 306 ms in the left hemisphere
ollowing unpaired CS+ onset, and following offset at 21 ms in the left and 161 ms in the right (corresponding to an interval of 108 ms and 248 ms

fter the anticipated onset of the US, respectively). However, the earliest peaks in this epoch preceded US onset in most subjects. Thus, the
ctivity dynamics suggest that the amygdala both differentially responds to stimuli and anticipates the arrival of stimuli based on prior learning of
ontingencies. The amygdala also shows stimulus omission-related activation that could potentially provide feedback about experienced stimulus
ontingencies to modify future responding during learning and extinction.

2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Fear conditioning involves the pairing of a conditioned

timulus (CS) with an aversive unconditioned stimulus (US), fol-
owing which the CS serves to elicit a conditioned response (CR)
ormally elicited by the US. Converging evidence suggests that
he amygdala is activated during fear conditioning. Damage to
he amygdala leads to impaired fear conditioning in humans and
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on-human species [3,5,10,21,26,37,39,46]. Amygdala activa-
ion is found during fear conditioning in non-human invasive
ecording [2,27,28,40,41,44], as well as in humans during
ositron emission tomography (PET) and functional magnetic
esonance imaging (fMRI) [7–9,11,20,23,33,38]. However, lit-
le is known about the dynamics of neuronal responses in the
uman amygdala in the conditioned state.

In the current study, we used magnetoencephalography
MEG) to record human amygdala activity during fear condi-

ioning. MEG permits identification of the dynamics of neuronal
esponses with temporal resolution not available with PET and
MRI. Importantly, this effort involved identification of the
ynamics of responses in a subcortical region that has not been

mailto:smoses@rotman-baycrest.on.ca
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Fig. 1. Schematic of conditioning paradigm. (A) The US onset prior to the
termination of the CS+ and (B) visual stimuli: checker-board stimulus (top:
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xplored previously with scalp electroencephalography (EEG)
ethods.
In a previous report, we used MEG to characterize the dynam-

cs of neuronal activity within the auditory cortex during fear
onditioning [34]. The participants, paradigms and recorded
EG data were identical to those used in the present study. We

ound a differential “magnetocerebral” response (C50m) in the
rimary auditory cortex following the unpaired CS+ at approxi-
ately 50 ms after US omission. The C50m was stronger for the

npaired CS+ during training than for the CS−, and compared to
abituation and extinction sessions. We also reported differen-
ial autonomic (pupil dilation) responses for the unpaired CS+
ersus CS− in a follow-up study with identical stimuli. The
bservation of a differential autonomic response demonstrated
hat the presented stimuli could elicit a conditioned response.
he differential C50m activity in the primary auditory cortex
licited by the same stimuli during the different phases of the
tudy constituted a direct observation of associative neural plas-
icity within the human auditory cortex.

In the present analysis of these data, we expand our find-
ngs with an investigation of the contributions of the amygdala
o associative learning and plasticity during fear conditioning.
uman fMRI studies suggest that amygdala activation is closely

elated to CS presentation and production of the CR, rather than
imply co-occurring along with CR expression [9]. The excel-
ent temporal resolution of MEG allowed us to address the issue
f whether the amygdala shows differential activation to the pre-
entation of stimuli based on prior learning (to the onset or offset
f the CS) or actually anticipates the arrival of stimuli based on
nowledge of stimulus contingencies (to the omission of the
S). Activation following US omission would suggest that the

mygdala may provide feedback as to whether expected stimulus
ontingencies were realized, and could potentially participate in
he generation of a conditioned response.

. Methods

.1. Participants and data acquisition

MEG data were recorded from four male and four female participants,
ged 24–31, with no history of neurological or other diseases. This study was
pproved by the Institutional Review Boards of the University of New Mexico
nd Helsinki University Central Hospital. Informed consent was obtained from
ll participants. Data were collected at the BioMag Laboratory, Helsinki Uni-
ersity Central Hospital with a 306-channel MEG array (VectorViewTM, Elekta
euromag Ltd.). Participants were seated in a magnetically shielded room under
cryogenic dewar containing the MEG sensors. Electrodes were placed on par-

icipants to record eye movements and blinks, and cardiac activity. Four small
oils of wire were attached to the participants’ scalp and energized with minute
urrents to determine the location of the head with respect to the MEG array.
ata were collected at the sampling rate of 600 Hz, with a band-pass filter of
.3–200 Hz. Continuous and averaged data were stored for off-line analysis.
tructural magnetic resonance images (MRI) were obtained for each subject
sing standard clinical procedures with a 1.5-T Siemens Magnetom system at
he Helsinki University Central Hospital.
.2. Stimuli and experimental procedures

Each conditioned stimulus (CS) was an achromatic square displayed for
500 ms in the center of a back-projection screen on a black background (sub-
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timulus 1) presented during habituation and used as CS− during conditioning
raining and extinction, diagonally striped (bottom: stimulus 2) stimulus used as
S+ during conditioning training and extinction.

ended visual angle 1.4◦). The stimuli were all the same size, shape, colour,
rightness, etc., and were quite similar in appearance, so that they would not
licit differences in visual activation. The unconditioned stimulus (US) was
100-ms binaural white-noise burst presented via headphones, adjusted for

ach subject’s hearing level so that it was loud enough to be aversive, but not
ainful (90–100 dB). The inter-trial interval (ITI) was 4 s. A delay conditioning
aradigm was used, meaning that the presentation of the US overlapped the
ermination of the CS+. The CS+ had a diagonal striped pattern (stimulus 2),
nd the CS− had a checker-board pattern (stimulus 1; Fig. 1). The stimulus
equences in each phase are described below.

.2.1. Habituation
Stimulus 1 was presented 100 times. A different stimulus, a square con-

aining smaller squares, was used for two participants during the habituation
hase in order to examine whether the subsequent differential responses to CS+
ersus CS− during training were influenced by the presentation of Stimulus 1
uring the habituation session. Since these participants did show the expected
attern of differential responses, their data were combined with that of the other
articipants for all analyses.

.2.2. Training
The CS+ was paired with the US on 50% of presentations, and the CS− was

ever paired with the US. The US was presented 1413 ms following the onset
f paired CS+. The CS−, the paired CS+, and the unpaired CS+ were presented
00 times each in random order (Fig. 1).

.2.3. Extinction
The CS+ and the CS− were presented 100 times each in random order. The

S was never presented.

.2.4. Other sessions
A trace conditioning session was also run, following the end of delay con-

itioning extinction. However, the data from this session will not be discussed
n the current manuscript, and is reported previously [34].

Short pilot sessions were run throughout the data collection in which ITIs
ere 10 s. Prior to the training phase, the participants viewed the paired CS+

nd the CS− four times each. Subsequently, a test session was run in which the
ubject viewed the unpaired CS+ and the CS− four times each. This test was
lso run prior to and following the extinction phase, as well as following the
raining sessions. All participants were run on all of the experimental phases;
owever, due to a technical error the extinction data from one participant was
ost. The participants also viewed the CS− four times prior to, and after, the
abituation phase.

The purpose of the test sessions was to investigate whether conditioning-
elated heart rate changes could be measured given the relatively short ITI used
n the present study. Observations of changes in human heart rate during condi-

ioning typically use much longer ITI. The cardiac signals for these trials were
xamined; however, they were extremely variable between the six participants.
e concluded that this indirect measure of change in brain activity during con-

itioning is unlikely to be practical or productive for MEG conditioning studies
sing short ITIs (data not shown).
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In order to ensure that the short pilot sessions did not have a major effect
n the results, two participants were run with the pilot session omitted. We also
anted to ensure that using the same stimulus for habituation and the CS−
uring training did not influence our findings, so we used a different stimulus
or the habituation session for these two participants. Data collected from these
wo participants showed no detectable differences with data from the original
ix participants, and thus data from all eight participants were pooled for the
nal data analysis.

Thus, all participants underwent identical conditioning sessions. The only
ifference was prior to conditioning six participants passively viewed an achro-
atic square stimulus with a checker-board pattern, while two passively viewed
similar achromatic square stimulus (of the same size, brightness, etc.) con-

aining successive smaller squares. No conditioning training occurred during
his passive habituation session, and no noise was presented during this session.
ll subjects then underwent conditioning using identical stimuli and stimulus
arameters, and the two that viewed the alternate (but very similar) stimu-
us showed the expected pattern of differential conditioned responses shown
y the other six subjects. No detectable differences occurred between these
wo subjects and the other subjects upon visual inspection, and the ampli-
udes and latencies of their responses were within the range of the other six
articipants.

.3. Data analysis

.3.1. Preparation for source analysis
MEG data were averaged off-line over 2300-ms epochs, time-locked to

he presentation of the different stimulus types (paired CS+, unpaired CS+,
S−) during the different experimental phases (habituation, training and extinc-

ion; see Fig. 2 for an example of averaged sensory data). The averages were
ow-pass filtered at 45 Hz. A baseline for measured responses was selected at
100–2200 ms following CS onset. This post-stimulus baseline was selected in
rder to minimize possible pre-stimulus anticipatory activity. An L1 minimum-
orm current estimate (MCE) [30,54] was used to estimate the primary current
istribution in the brain from the MEG data. A realistically shaped boundary
lement model (BEM) for the conducting volume of the brain was extracted from
ndividual participants’ MRIs for magnetic field computations in the MCE anal-
sis. This algorithm was implemented with signal-space projection to remove
ardiac and blink artifacts as well as ambient noise [55].
.3.2. Extraction of sources
The MCE algorithm permits detailed modeling of distributed activity, as

ell as approximations based on more discrete neuronal activation, with no a
riori assumptions on the number of active regions. The MCE data inversion

d
e
e
s

ig. 2. MEG 306-channel sensor data for presentation of the conditioned stimulus w
Bulletin 71 (2007) 452–460

lgorithm has been used previously to characterize regions of activation within
he brain [24,42,54–57].

The following procedure was used to select specific source locations from
he MCE inversion. (1) A threshold of 2 nA m was used to establish the cur-
ent flow distributions. Using this threshold, inspection of the MCE inversions
evealed that current flow in the amygdala appeared as disjoint volumes of acti-
ation (Fig. 3). (2) Sources were determined for disjoint volumes of activation in
mygdala in the left and right hemispheres. Each such volume was approximated
y an ellipse that encompassed all contiguous current sources with amplitudes
60% of the value at the center of the ellipse. Source locations that overlapped

he left or right amygdala by 1 cm were retained for further analysis. (3) Each
ource defined an associated dipolar current approximate and waveform for the
ean current orientation and amplitude from the MCE inversion. Current dipole

pproximates and the corresponding waveforms (depicting strength of activation
ithin the source over time) were retained for further analysis.

.3.3. Analysis of waveform amplitude peaks and latencies
Latencies and amplitudes of evoked-responses were determined from the

aveforms for the first 600 ms, as well as 1300–1900 ms following the onset
f the visual stimulus during the habituation, training and extinction sessions.
his allowed for examination of brain activity during stimulus onset and offset.
he single highest amplitude peak from each epoch was selected for analysis.

f several peaks occurred in the waveform during these epochs, the largest was
elected for analysis.

Peak amplitudes were determined for activity corresponding to amygdala
ources following presentation of the paired and unpaired CS+. These peaks
ere subsequently examined for activity corresponding to the identical source

ocations for the responses to the unpaired CS+, to presentation of other stimulus
ypes (CS−) and for other phases (extinction, habituation). The peak amplitude
f the unpaired CS+ was compared to that in the other conditions within ±10 ms
f the peak selected for the unpaired CS+ condition. If no peak occurred during
his latency window, the amplitude of the activity at the exact latency of the
npaired CS+ peak was selected for analysis. These criteria for selecting activity
eaks in MEG data for comparison across conditions are similar to those used
n previous MEG studies of auditory activation [14,52,53].

.4. Statistical analysis
Comparisons of the number of participants showing sources in the amygdala
uring the different stimulus types and phases were performed using Fischer’s
xact statistic. For analysis of peak amplitude, the strongest responses from each
poch were compared between stimulus types and phases for each brain hemi-
phere using repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). For comparison

ith the US omitted (unpaired CS+) during delay conditioning (subject 1).
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F t). (A) Regions of activity obtained with the MCE inversion algorithm are projected
o ight amygdala; (C) representation of current dipole approximates for activity within.
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Table 1
Incidence of participants showing sources in the amygdala during conditioning
training, habituation and extinction

Source incidence Amygdala

Stimulus L R R or L

Unpaired CS+ (training)
0–600 ms 5 7 8
1300–1900 ms 5 6 7
Either 6 7 8

CS− (training)
0–600 ms 4 2 4
1300–1900 ms 3 2 4
Either 4 3 4

Habituation
0–600 ms 2 0 2
1300–1900 ms 3 0 3
Either 2 0 4

Unpaired CS+ (extinction)
0–600 ms 1 1 2

h
a
p

ig. 3. Response to unpaired CS+ (subject 1, at 125 ms following stimulus onse
nto the right surface of the brain; (B) selection of isolated sources within the r

f responses to the different CS within the training sessions, factors included
stimulus” (CS+ and CS−) and “hemisphere”. For comparison of responses to
he CS across the different phases, factors included “phase” (habituation, train-
ng and extinction) and “hemisphere”. Additionally, the analysis of the strongest
eaks was repeated using the non-parametric “sign test”, which does not assume
ormality.

. Results

.1. Amygdala source incidence

Comparisons revealed that during conditioning training,
ore participants showed amygdala activity for the unpaired
S+ during training than for the CS−, the unpaired CS+ dur-

ng extinction, and compared to habituation (Table 1; Fig. 4).
very subject showed amygdala activity following presenta-

ion of the unpaired CS+ during training, collapsed across
emispheres and epochs. For the unpaired CS+ during train-
ng compared to habituation, significantly more participants
howed sources in the right amygdala during the first 600 ms
p < 0.001), and during the 1300–1900 ms epoch (p = 0.020).
ignificantly more participants showed amygdala activity during

raining compared to habituation for the first 600 ms collapsed
cross hemispheres (p = 0.003) and collapsed across epochs
p = 0.038). Additionally, collapsed across hemispheres, sig-
ificantly more participants showed amygdala activity during

raining compared to habituation for the 1300–1900 ms epoch
p = 0.009) and collapsed across epochs (p = 0.013). There was
tendency for more participants to show right amygdala activ-

ty during the 1300–1900 ms epoch during training compared to

6
(
d
t

Fig. 4. Amygdala sources for all participants following prese
1300–1900 ms 1 1 1
Either 1 2 3

abituation (p = 0.056). Significantly more participants showed
mygdala activity for the unpaired CS+ during training com-
ared to the CS− in the right hemisphere during the first

00 ms (p = 0.020) and collapsed across hemispheres and epochs
p = 0.038). Significantly more participants showed right amyg-
ala activity for the unpaired CS+ during training compared
o extinction for the first 600 ms (p = 0.009) and during the

ntation of unpaired CS+ during conditioning training.
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Table 2
Means of peak amplitude of CS+-evoked activity in amygdala

Stimulus Left Right

Unpaired CS+ (training)
0–600 ms 17 (9) 12 (7)
1300–1900 ms 13 (7) 6 (3)

CS− (training)
0–600 ms 3 (7) 2 (2)
1300–1900 ms 0 (0) 0 (0)

Habituation
0–600 ms 1 (2) −2 (3)
1300–1900 ms 1 (1) 0 (1)

Unpaired CS+ (extinction)
0–600 ms 0 (0) 0 (1)
1300–1900 ms 0 (0) 0 (0)

Means for average waveform response amplitude (nA m) following presentation
o
d

a
i
i
s
a
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F
t
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300–1900 ms epoch (p = 0.030). There was a tendency for more
articipants to show more left amygdala activity during training
ompared to extinction for each epoch, although this failed to
each significance (p = 0.078).

.2. Peak latencies and amplitudes

During delay conditioning, the largest peak in the waveform
orresponding to amygdala sources following the unpaired CS+
uring training occurred during the first 600 ms at an average
f 270 ms (S.D. 158) in the right hemisphere and 306 ms (S.D.
59) is the left hemisphere following CS+ onset. The earliest
eaks, which were not the largest, in this epoch occurred at
n average of 175 ms (S.D. 130) in the right and 225 ms (S.D.
68) in the left hemisphere following CS+ onset. During the
300–1900 ms epoch the largest peak occurred at an average of
521 ms (S.D. 168) in the left hemisphere and 1661 ms (S.D.
45) in the right hemisphere (21 and 161 ms following CS ter-
ination, respectively). This corresponds to 108 ms and 248 ms

fter the anticipated onset of the US, respectively. The earliest
eaks in this epoch occurred at an average of 1415 ms (S.D. 203)
n the right and 1494 ms (S.D. 245) in the left hemisphere, prior
o CS termination. Note that for five of six subjects showing
ight amygdala activation during this epoch, and for four of five
howing left activation, the earliest amygdala peaks preceded the
nset of the US. Thus, amygdala activation occurred in response

o both CS+ onset and offset, as well as in anticipation and in
esponse to the omission of the US. Interestingly, although acti-
ation was found in anticipation of the US, the strongest peaks
ere found in response to US omission.

t
e
C
c

ig. 5. Response to unpaired stimuli corresponding to a source in the right amygda
he training phase following presentation of the unpaired CS+; (B) waveform during
xtinction phase for unpaired CS+; (D) waveform for stimulus during pre-training ha
f the unpaired CS+ during delay and trace conditioning training. Standard
eviations in parentheses.

Average amplitude of the strongest peak of amygdala
ctivity was significantly larger for the unpaired CS+ dur-
ng training compared to the CS− during the first 600 ms
n the right hemisphere (ANOVA: F(1, 6) = 23.0, p = 0.003;
ign test: p = 0.016; Figs. 5 and 6A; Table 2), and bilater-
lly during the 1300–1900 ms epoch (ANOVA, right—right:
(1, 5) = 27.9, p = 0.003, left: F(1, 4) = 13.9, p = 0.020; sign

est, right: p = 0.031, left: p = 0.063 (trend); Fig. 6C). Bilat-

ral amygdala activity was significantly stronger for unpaired
S+ during training compared to the CS+ during extinction and
ompared to habituation for the first 600 ms. This effect is sta-

la during conditioning following CS onset (subject 1). (A) Waveform during
the training phase following presentation of CS−; (C) waveform during the

bituation phase.
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Fig. 6. Unpaired CS+ activity in amygdala vs. other conditions during conditioning training. (A) Activity was stronger for the unpaired CS+ during training compared
to the CS− during the first 600 ms in the right hemisphere; (B) activity was stronger during the first 600 ms for the unpaired CS+ during training compared to extinction
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nd habituation, with a similar trend in the left for habituation; (C) activity was s
n the left; (D) activity was stronger during the 1300–1900 ms epoch for the unp
rend compared to extinction.

istically demonstrated with the ANOVA by a main effect of
phase” (left: F(2, 6) = 16.6, p = 0.022; right: F(2, 10) = 15.6,
= 0.001) and contrasts comparing unpaired CS+ to habituation
nd extinction (F(1, 3) = 1.844, p = 0.0268; right: F(1, 5) = 20.0,
= 0.007). The sign test revealed a similar pattern of results,
owever only right amygdala activity during the first 600 ms
as significantly stronger for the unpaired CS+ during training

ompared to the CS+ during extinction (p = 0.031) and com-
ared to habituation (p = 0.016, Fig. 6B). Although, there was a
endency for left amygdala activity to be stronger during the
ame epoch for the unpaired CS+ during training compared
o habituation (p = 0.063). Bilateral amygdala activity was also
tronger for the unpaired CS+ compared to other stimuli dur-
ng the 1300–1900 ms epoch, demonstrated by a main effect
f “phase” (left: F(2, 6) = 12.9, p = 0.035; right: F(2, 8) = 19.5,
= 0.012), and contrasts comparing unpaired CS+ to habituation
nd extinction (F(1, 3) = 17. 0, p = 0.026; right: F(1, 4) = 19.5,
= 0.012; Table 2; Fig. 6D). Again the sign test revealed a

imilar pattern, but only right amygdala activity was signifi-
antly stronger during the 1300–1900 ms epoch for the unpaired
S+ compared to habituation (p = 0.031), and there was a ten-
ency in this hemisphere compared to extinction (p = 0.063;
ig. 6D).

. Discussion

We recorded the dynamics of human amygdala activity dur-
ng fear conditioning with MEG. In a previous examination

f the same MEG dataset we identified a differential magne-
ocerebral conditioned response in primary auditory cortex that
ccurred at approximately 50 ms following omission of the audi-
ory US (the C50m). We also observed a differential autonomic

p
p
t
r

er in the right hemisphere during the 1300–1900 ms epoch, with a similar trend
CS+ compared to habituation in the right hemisphere, and there was a similar

onditioned response in a follow-up behavioral study using iden-
ical stimuli.

In the present study, we found differential activation of the
mygdala in response to the unpaired CS+ compared to the CS−
uring the training phase, as well as the unpaired CS+ during the
raining phase compared to the unpaired CS+ during the extinc-
ion phase and the unpaired stimulus during the habituation
hase. These findings demonstrate that the amygdala responds
o the different stimuli based on prior learning.

Every participant showed activation of the amygdala within
he first 600 ms following presentation of the unpaired CS+ dur-
ng training. More participants showed activity for the unpaired
S+ during training than for CS−, extinction, and habitua-

ion. This effect was robust in the right, although bilateral
ifferences were observed for the unpaired CS+ during training
ersus extinction. Activation of the amygdala observed in the
resent MEG study is consistent with previous reports of right
mygdala involvement during fear conditioning [11]. Moreover,
ight amygdala activity was stronger for unpaired CS+ during
raining versus CS−, and versus extinction and habituation; sim-
lar trends occurred in the left hemisphere. These results are
onsistent with fMRI findings of differential amygdala acti-
ation elicited during fear conditioning [8,7,22,38], and with
on-human electrophysiological findings that amygdala neu-
ons show increased responding following CS+ presentation
2,12,28,31,40,41,43].

The number of participants showing amygdala activity was
imilar for extinction and habituation. Only three of the eight

articipants showed activation during extinction, in contrast to
revious fMRI findings of amygdala activation during extinc-
ion [20,22]. In the present study 100 extinction trials without
einstatement were averaged in order to obtain an optimal
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ignal-to-noise ratio and to facilitate comparison with the habita-
ion and training phases. Reinstatement trials may be necessary
or observation of extinction-related brain activity with meth-
ds such as MEG that require fairly large numbers of trials. This
uggestion is consistent with the findings of Knight et al. [20],
ho found rapidly habituating increased amygdala activation at

he beginning of an extinction session. Similarly, Phelps et al.
38] found differential amygdala responding during day 1, but
ot day 2, of extinction.

The precise temporal resolution of MEG allowed us to exam-
ne the timing of the amygdala response, in order to address the
ssue of whether or not the amygdala responds to the initiation
f the CS+, the offset of the CS+, and/or the expectation of the
nitiation or offset of an omitted auditory US.

The strongest peak of amygdala activation within the CS-
nset epoch occurred at an average of 270 ms in the right and
06 ms in the left hemisphere following unpaired CS+ onset.
his timing is consistent with previous MEG recordings of

he latency of amygdala activation during facial recognition
25,45] and oddball detection [17]. Additionally, this timing is
onsistent with Halgren et al. [13], who found the most con-
istent amygdala peaks at 250–560 ms using human invasive
ecording during facial processing. The timing is also consis-
ent with non-human electrophysiological reports that excitatory
euronal responses in the basolateral and central amygdala
uclei occurred approximately within the first second following
timulus onset [43]. Note that some non-human electrophysi-
logical studies [2,12,28,40,41] report extremely early (within
rst 100 ms) amygdala responses during conditioning, although

hese responses are sustained for up to 5 s [2]. In the current
tudy we focused our analyses on the strongest detected amyg-
ala peaks. However, we did find that half of our subjects showed
heir earliest peaks within the first 100 ms. It is possible that
he current methodology was not sensitive enough to detect the
xtremely early amygdala responses.

The strongest peak of amygdala activation within the CS-
ffset epoch occurred at an average of 21 ms following unpaired
S+ offset in the left hemisphere, and at an average of 161 ms

ollowing offset in the right hemisphere (corresponding to an
nterval of 108 ms and 248 ms after the anticipated onset of
he US, respectively). The activation of the amygdala follow-
ng omission of the US observed here suggests that recruitment
f this structure may occur in response to omission of the US
n the conditioned state. This may point to a possible feed-
ack mechanism for responding to the realization of expected
timulus contingencies, and the potential for the amygdala to
hen modify future responding during associative learning and
xtinction. In addition, the earliest amygdala peaks within the
S-offset epoch were found to precede the anticipated arrival
f the US in most participants, suggesting a possible anticipa-
ory role for the amygdala in fear conditioning. The activity
atency also supports the potential for amygdala participa-
ion in the generation of a conditioned response in auditory

ortex.

Some question the capacity of MEG to accurately detect and
ocalize signals from deep neural structures [4,32]. Individual

EG sensors are often optimized to detect activity represented

c
l
C
[
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ocally on the scalp from sources within superficial fissural
ortex. However, modern whole-scalp sensor arrays [1] cap-
ure magnetic flux signals represented across the entire array
hat are generated by sources deep in the brain [47]. MCE
nd other data analysis methods now exist that are used rou-
inely to detect activity in MTL and other deep structures
cf. [15–19,29,35,36,47–51]). Importantly, the MEG array used
or the present study (VectorViewTM, Elekta Neuromag Ltd.)
ncluded 102 single-loop “magnetometer” pick-up coils with
xcellent sensitivity to deep sources in the brain.

The amygdala is a collection of nuclei. Although most MEG
tudies report activity attributed to current flow in the dendrites
f cortical pyramidal cells in neocortex, there is no reason to
ssume that MEG/EEG cannot detect activity from nuclei. Cur-
ent flow in neuronal structures is the primary source of both

EG and EEG signals. There are reports of successful record-
ng MEG signals from thalamic [6,47] and amygdalar nuclei
17,18,25,45].

MEG detection of evoked brain responses typically requires
veraging over many trials, which may be counterproductive if
he region of interest habituates rapidly to the stimuli. Some
MRI studies report that amygdala activation decreases rapidly
8,7,22]. Büchel et al. [7,8] found that differential amygdala
ctivation, evaluated by a subtraction between activation for the
npaired CS+ and the CS−, was best characterized by a time-
y-event interaction, suggesting that amygdala activation was
reater during the beginning of the study compared to the end.
abar et al. [21] also analyzed a subtraction between activation

or the CS+ and CS−, and found significant amygdala activation
ccurring during the first eight trials but not the last eight. How-
ver, a recent fMRI study suggests that these findings may be due
o an experimental design in which a new stimulus contingency
s learned only at the beginning of a conditioning session [20].
night et al. [20] found rapidly habituating increased amyg-
ala activation following changes in stimulus contingencies,
uch as the onset of an extinction session. Nonetheless, they
lso found significant activation of amygdala averaged over the
ntire conditioning training session. This particular study did
ot find differences in levels of amygdala activation between
ubjects that experienced true conditioning sessions (CS paired
ith US), or those that experienced the CS and US in an explic-

tly unpaired manner. This finding may be due to the lack of
ensitivity of the between-subjects design, and this issue may be
ddressed by conducting within-subjects comparisons of a CS+
nd CS−. Studies comparing within-subject responses to CS+
nd CS− report differential amygdala responding [7,8,22,38].
hus it appears that amygdala activation is strongest during

he beginning of a conditioning session, or following changes
n stimulus contingencies, but may be present throughout the
ntire session. In the current MEG study, we incorporated ran-
om presentations of the paired CS+, unpaired CS+ and CS−
timuli, which may have contributed to our ability to reliably
etect amygdala activation in data averaged over the entire

onditioning session. Furthermore, non-human electrophysio-
ogical recordings demonstrate that amygdala responses to the
S are present even after extensive overtraining (75 trials)

28].
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. Conclusions and future directions

We examined the temporal dynamics of localized activity in
he human amygdala during fear conditioning. This first detailed
haracterization of the timing of responses within the amyg-
ala during fear conditioning was achieved through the use of
EG, which provides excellent temporal resolution. We found

hat fear conditioning elicited differential amygdala activation,
hich was especially robust in the right hemisphere at CS onset.
mygdala activation also occurred following CS termination,
rior to the anticipated onset of the US (prior to CS termina-
ion), and following US omission. The dynamics of our data
uggest that the amygdala is likely involved in responding to the
nset and offset of visual stimuli based on previously acquired
ssociative information. Moreover, the anticipatory nature of
he earliest responses within the CS-offset epoch supports the
otential for amygdalar participation in the generation of a con-
itioned response, such as the C50m response in auditory cortex.
inally, the finding that the largest peaks during the CS-offset
poch occurred following US omission points to a possible feed-
ack mechanism by which the amygdala has the potential to
odify future responding based on realized stimulus contingen-

ies.
There are no previous EEG studies of conditioning that

ttribute signals recorded at the scalp to activity within the
uman amygdala. Thus, further MEG and/or EEG studies are
esirable to confirm and expand the present results. A poten-
ially interesting future study might examine a change in the
ynamics of the amygdala response over time, as found using
MRI [8,7,20]. This was not investigated in the current prelim-
nary investigation, since we used all available trials to obtain
n optimal signal-to-noise ratio. However, this type of analy-
is could be undertaken with the collection of more trials and
ontinually changing stimulus parameters.
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